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ABSTRACT
The virus is a kind of program which seriously infects the system, large organizations nowadays have big data to
maintain which are spread to various locations in the world. As a result, security is a major issue for all companies
nowadays. The data is the ultimate asset for any people nowadays. Which needs various precautions to maintain to
keep safe those assets. As there is growing the popularity of
various kind of virus like
malware,trojan,hackers,adware it is really becoming a challenge to keep the system secure.With the growing
popularity of internet in our daily lives, the risk of various kind of threats is also increasing day by day. There is
various kind of virus also various kind of mechanism to catch that virus which needs proper analysis.In this paper,
there is a small survey of various kind of virus detection methods along with their consequences it does to the
system.That will help to understand the merits and demerits of each virus after the survey.At the end, there is a
conclusion and some information on what can be done to keep away from the virus in a large virtual world.
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1. Details about Computer Virus
The Computer virus is a program which has the ability
to replicate itself without anyone intervention and after
that, the replicate program can replicate further,the
same process goes on and on[2].As a result, the
harmful code is a program which refers to something
which
function
against
the
specification
mentioned[3].There are many kinds of malicious code
or programs which are designed to do some illegal or
unauthorized functions which are really harmful to the
system.There are many kinds of malicious software
which are typically known as worms,trojan,malware etc
a kind of virus.A computer virus contains three kinds
of subroutines.Just like a normal virus causes the
disease to our body similarly computer viruses are
coded to propagate into the system without leaving the
sign of the virus into the system.The virus affects the
system by attaching with the other system programs
like some application software.So sometimes when
computer boots it enters into the system as it also
affects the hard drive or boot media.Those are really
deadly kind fo virus.The most serious effect it does
when it controls some part of application like the

browser,changes its settings,changing the system
date,which sometimes difficult for a user to track the
problem,sometimes virus delete a large amount of data
also,in worst case modifying or crashing the whole
system.There are many kinds of viruses.Viruses work
like parasites which infect the systems.These programs
are in the form of .exe file or .com file that controls
another program.When someone clicks the .exe file in
the computer ,the virus affects the system sometimes
crashes the whole system which needs to be formatted
again.
1.1 Boot sector virus
There are many formats of boot sector viruses are
available.They are in major number as compared to all
kind of computer viruses.Most risky computer virus till
now.One of the popular boot sector virus
is
Michelangelo.They are difficult to detect.This kind of
virus doesn't affect the normal performance of the
computer always but silently it affects the removable
media like floppy disks.The virus controls the system
when the bootable media loads, as a result, the virus
control the system before the operating system loads.it
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attacks the RAM which attacks the hard disk that leads
to restart of the system.
1.2 Trojan Horses
Just like another software program, it is a dangerous
code,which tries to enter the system from backdoor
without the knowledge of the normal user.After the
certain period of time, it displays an error to the
user,normal data of the disk can't be accessed,also
sometimes the antivirus also can't detect the Trojan
horse,so at that time reformating is really
mandatory.Many great people said that Trojans are not
the same kind of viruses as the damage caused by
Trojan Horses are really very fast as compared to
another kind of viruses [4].Examples are Back
Office,Netbus,Nuker etc.
1.2 Stealth Viruses
Perhaps we have heard the name of Stealth aircraft
which are specialized in hiding from radar,similarly
stealth viruses are so strong that they can't be easily
detected by radar or any other anti-virus
programs.Though they are present in any part of the
system or may be in boot media but any kind of
scanner unable to detect the virus,it is what makes them
so strong.It remains in the computer memory which is
continuously monitoring the system.When some user
opens a file in the system the virus infects the file,after
that the virus automatically removes the infection from
the system which makes them untraceable.They are not
easily detected in boot sector as they go on changing
the position of the boot sector,as a result, the computer
will boot normally but slowly it leads to the very bad
performance of the computer,also deletes some
data,which leads to slowly killing off the system.
1.3 Adware
This kind of program effects the system when some
clicks advertisement in the computer.The virus is
injected in the advertisement,which will infect the
system when someone clicks the add.As a result, it
enters into the system along with that some malware
and other harmful programs are there which can easily
get control of the system with the help of this adware
[5].Example : Adblaster, DeskAd, Clickbank
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1.4 Metamorphic Virus
This kind of virus attacks in a network which is not
easily to be track also.They change the code as well as
the structure of them,which leads to a creation of a new
virus which actually effects but nobody can trace the
exact virus as their signatures changed,unable to match
it technically[6] [7].Again after some time, it comes
back to its original structure then again modify the
internal structure takes another form so that a new virus
again formed[2].
2. Other Kind of Virus
Many another kind of viruses or malware are there like
Botnet,Logic Bomb,Rabbits,Scareware.Many different
techniques are there to catch the virus,there are lots of
antivirus programs which are available.The most
popular security programs use potential scanning as
well as it needs to be daily updated to work
properly.After the proper scanning of the system, the
virus is identified and terminated by the various tools
which are installed in the system.Better the cost better
is the service of the antivirus.
3. The threats of Viruses in the Operating Systems
There are certain loopholes in any operating
system.Any virus just uses the loopholes of the system
and gain access to the system software as well as
application software of the system,which spreads
continuously until it collapses the whole system.But
still operating systems like UNIX have not so easily
accessed by the virus ,inability to access the roots,but
in Microsoft windows its is prone to many kinds of
virus.in LINUX there are many fast updates which
make it completely inaccessible for the virus.Some
Linux versions keep the document in an undocumented
way,some examples of those versions are Samba or
NFS servers.Sometimes Linux servers are also
accessed by malicious code where its script are
attacked my malware so that any guest login can access
them.
4. Virus detection methods
There is some virus detection method and there
working is as follows:
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4.1 Signature-based Virus Detection
This is the most common method deployed in all latest
kind of anti-virus for identifying the virus.In the
antivirus program, the signature of the known virus
calculated from the data of virus file and those
signatures are all stored in the database of the antivirus
program.[8]When the program scans for the viruses it
calculates the signature present in the system as per the
data of the file and it compares with the signature it has
already present in the database.If the signatures match
as compared with the database,then the antivirus
program declare that file as infected and it deletes the
file.The accuracy of this kind of software depends on
the database update,how frequently the database is
updated[10].But every day the virus creators are
creating new strategies to change the code so that the
antivirus software don't detect the virus, the virus
remains to hide,Sometimes after infecting a file,the
virus changed its forms by mutating itself,so sometimes
it is untraceable to detect the virus easily.Each time the
mutation performs the same kind fo function as the
parent.This kind of virus is also known as self-mutating
virus[9].In this kind of techniques, the chances of false
alarm are very less.Just the requirement is always the
updated database of all signatures of virus.The perfect
result depends on the signature present in the
database.It generally doesn't detect a new virus as the
signature of that virus is not present in the
database.Here the opcode pattern is followed for the
signature of the input file.
4.2 Anomaly based virus detection
In this kind of detection techniques, it processes the
host machine for any kind of suspicious activity.If in
case any kind of suspicious activity is detected the
system raises an alarm which informs the possible
chances of virus or malwares[10].Sometimes the
chances of false alarm are more but it is good for use
because chances of catching new virus are also
more.Here the raising alarm is not so dangerous as
allowing a new virus to enter into the
system.Sometimes any hacker group can enter into the
system which controls the alarm and makes the
abnormal behavior as normal[11].As a result, the
system fails to detect the abnormal behavior in such
case[10].The meaning of anomaly is something which
is not normal.New kind of malware or virus is detected
without even have to worry about the database is
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updated.Some small maintenance is sufficient to
monitor the network activity,the more the system is in
use the more chances of catching the virus.Sometimes
the network is not safe as the system builds its profile.If
any kind of virus activity looks normal then it will not
give any alarm.So small checking such as routing
checking or even after checking email can also lead to
signal alarm.Which is one of the bad features of this
kind of detection techniques.
4.3 Code Emulation
This is the most effective virus detection technique.A
virtual machine is there to simulate CPU and memory
activities for the code activity. It uses a debugger
interface to trace the code along with the processor ,this
type is not safe enough as the code jump out of the
environment during analysis.This kind of technique is
more powerful in dealing with the polymorphic virus as
well as encrypted virus[12].
4.4 Virus-specific Detection
It happens sometimes the particular algorithm can't
detect the virus. For such cases, a virus-specific
detection algorithm is developed to implement the
detection procedure.This kind of technique is not the
common method but it is used in particular cases to
catch certain kind of virus.This kind of detection is
called algorithm detection method. But because it can
me misleading[13],generally virus-specific detection is
used instead of algorithm scanning.It has many
drawbacks also due to its stability as well as platform
related problems
also portability.For this virus
scanning languages have been developed in simple
form,seeking and reading operations in a lucid form.
4.5 Filtering
This method is used to increase the performance of
anti-virus program regarding the scanning speed.This is
used in certain virus detection method because those
are very time-consuming and also complexity in
performance.as the virus infects the file ,based on the
signature it can be classified as .com and .exe
files,script ,boot sector and there are much more. Any
executable file infects .exe and .com. Only the
signature is used to decrease the scanning time.
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5. Solutions for Virus Problems
Apart from using anti-virus software, there are other
procedures which can help protect against viruses some
of which include: Running scheduled scan, updated virus scan
software on all computers within the organization
at least once a week.
 Keeping software patches updated with some
updates can be downloaded from websites.
 Updating the antivirus frequently,if possible daily
basis.
 Use licensed version of any software, don’t use
cracked software or tools or patches,it may include
some kind of virus or malware.
 Don’t give administrative privileges to anyone,as it
may increase the chance of getting infected.
 Don’t use free antivirus ,as it doesn’t support the
full functionality of the software,it needs to be paid
version.
 Keep sufficient backup of data ,if a system needs to
be restored due to certain infection in the system.
 If any harmful virus already entered into the
system,then formatting the system is the best
possible option.
6. Comparison Study
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In various virus detection techniques, everyone has
certain advantages as well as disadvantages. For
signature-based detection it is a helpful tool because it
matches the signature from the database. It is very
simple as well as effective for the best result. It has a
limitation that it can’t detect new virus if the database
is not updated. Whereas Anomaly based detection is
beneficial for any abnormal function in the system,
which is beneficial for detecting new kind of viruses
without any issue of database updated or not.
Sometimes it can’t deletes the non affected files also. In
code emulation technique it is powerful for
polymorphic or encrypted virus in the system, there is
no other best encrypted virus detection technique than
this.Whereas the complexity is more in this kind of
techniques. Code emulation technique is very costly to
implement. Virus detection method is used when
particular algorithm is required to detect some kind of
virus. There are many techniques which are not good
for unknown viruses[14].Also the time taken to scan
the system is more ,as a result sometimes the virus are
not detected, also many known virus are detected easily
not for all kind of viruses. In anomaly base technique it
is really difficult to detect virus which behaves
normally[14].

I. CONCLUSION
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Although antivirus programs are daily updated still it
virus creators are daily updating as well as modifying
the code which makes the system more vulnerable to
attacks.Only after a virus is launched on the system
then only anti-virus are launched in the market with
latest methodologies,that makes us think that still there
is still large core area development is required in the
virus detection techniques.Now large network needs to
be monitored for the attacks by malware,virus,Trojan
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etc.So that the virus needs to be deleted first before it
removes any valuable data of any organization.Also in
latest technologies the time complexity has to be
reduced along with the quality of hardware needs to be
considered before implementing good quality of
software,that automatically reduces the chance of
getting infected by the malicious thing.Companies need
to invest more focus on the research and development
area so that good tech savvy are required in the current
scenario.Common people needs to be trained from the
anti-virus companies for the basic security level of their
systems.It can reduce the chances of getting infected.
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